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Walton's Tro!lus and Cress,da, which reflects the composer's great love of romantic Italian opera, was the closest to his heart
of all his works. It had the longest period of gestation - over seven years - but it was to be beset with problems. The premiere
of Britten's Peter Grimes at Sadler's Wells in June 1945 had revitalised hopes for British opera. Walton felt keenly the rivalry
of fellow composers and John Ireland wrote to a friend: 'Walton was there, with Lady Wimborne. He must have felt rather a
draught, I fancy!' The spur had come from the BBC, its Director of Music writing informally to Walton on 8 February 1947:
'The BBC has decided to commission an opera and would like you to compose it. I do not at all know how you are placed as
regards time, but I very much hope that you wi ll be interested in the idea.' The fee was fixed at £500 - with£ 175 for the
libretto.
The first performance ofTroilus and Cressida, which was broadcast, took place at the Royal Opera House on 3 December
1954. Even once the composition had been completed, the opera seemed plagued with problems. There were in itial doubts as
to who would be designer and director - ultimately Hugh Casson and George Divine, after such names as Henry Moore,
Isobel Lambert and Laurence Olivier had been considered. Then there were casting difficulties, and the greatest
disappointment was with the role ofCressida which Walton had written with Walter Legge's wife Elisabeth Schwarzkopf in
mind. After problems in fixing dates she eventually declined with varying excuses that her English was not good enough and
' the text was lvor Novello-ish and in English'. How magnificently she would have taken on that role can be surmised from
the extracts she recorded in 1955 with Walton conducting [Pristine PASC286j. Her replacement, the Hungarian soprano
Magda Laszlo, could speak little English and had to be coached. Contrary to what one might have expected, the rather camp
role of Pandarus, with its occasional Brittenesque phrasing and suggestions of falsetto, was not written with Peter Pears in
mind though he proved admirable in the part. Parry Jones was the first suggestion (just as Nicolai Gedda had been for
Troilus). Perhaps for Pears's sake the lines: 'Come, Troilus, confide in me. I have much experience in these things. What
do you know of love?' were removed soon after the first performance.
The first orchestral rehearsal nearly had to be abandoned because the parts were littered with so many inaccuracies that had
not been properly checked by the publishers. Sargent, who had little experience in the opera pit, clearly did not know the
score well enough and for reasons of vanity would not wear glasses, making reading the manuscript score even more difficult.
He also refused to beat when the orchestra was not playing, leaving whole ensembles to fend for themselves without setting a
tempo. However, whatever problems there were in rehearsal, the first night was counted a success and while the work had a
m ixed reception in the musical journals the Daily Express critic called it 'the proudest hour of British music since the
premiere of Benjamin Britten's Peter Gnines nine years ago'.
Stephen Lloyd, author of William Walton: Muse ofFire (Boydell 200 I). Full and extensive notes can be I/Jund online
Producer's Note
Drawn from unbroadcast 33rpm acetate disc recordings, this release offers quite reasonable sound quality for a live
performance, though some surface noise and a less than totally "hi-fi" frequency range puts it at lower than state-of-the-art for
the mid-fifties. That said it's s ignificantly better than the AM radio broadcast that has surfaced elsewhere from the same series
of performances. Our dating of 2 1 December 1954 is based on detective work centred around the use of stand-in Barbara
Andrew Rose
Howitt for Monica Sinclair in the role of Evadne.

